
CONTEMPORARY ART SOCIETY OF UGANDA



The main objective of CASU is to support the emergence of private and corporate art 
collectors in Uganda and the region in the following ways:

i. Building more societal awareness about the visual arts scene amongst 
Ugandans and other residents to encourage the growth of local, regional and 
global collectors. This will create more demand for art works from Uganda by 
Ugandans, for purposes of ensuring that the Ugandan art heritage is supported, 
protected and preserved for future generations in the region;

ii. Facilitate and support the growth of exhibition spaces/art galleries in the country 
and the region. For example, the society could look at supporting art residencies 
and other similar initiatives which will support the growth of a patronage system 
for the arts in Uganda and the region. For example, the society could look at 
supporting art residencies and other similar initiatives which will support the 
growth of a patronage system for the arts in Uganda and the region.

iii. Building more societal awareness about the visual arts scene amongst Ugandans 
and other residents to encourage the growth of more art benefactors in the 
country and the region, who see the value of acting as patrons to the arts scene 
in Uganda to support CASU led or related art initiatives such as art fairs, book 

publications, art talks and lectures and other CASU led activities as may be 
determined by the annual CASU events calendar. This would include seeking 
private and corporate sponsorship, the idea being to convince targeted 
businesses that investing in the arts is beneficial for their social engagement and 
that supporting the arts will increase their levels of engagement with Ugandan 
youth. Similar strategies used by companies like Red Bull, Nike and O2 in the 
UK would be a good starting point for mapping out a corporate art investment 
strategy that could be rolled out to interested companies. 

iv. Building support structures and systems for supporting art collectors who are 
members of the society. This may include provision of specialised services  
such as;

• cataloguing of artwork in personal collections
• assisting members to participate in art auctions, art talks and art fairs, 
• connecting members to other art societies across Africa and the rest 

of the world
• providing induction information to potential members of the society
• Assisting in publication of special art catalogues showing members’ 

private art collections 

MAIN OBJECTIVE FOR THE CREATION OF THE CONTEMPORARY ART SOCIETY OF UGANDA (CASU)

CONTEMPORARY ART SOCIETY OF UGANDA
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VISION

CASU’s Vision is to provide a forum for art collectors in Uganda to regularly engage each other, exchange information, grow the number of art collectors and support each other 
in the shared passion for collecting art and in turn, supporting the growth of the visual arts scene in Uganda and the region. 

OUTREACH/NETWORKING METHODS OF THE SOCIETY

The target market of the society’s activities is limited to art collectors. In this regard, any outreach activities would necessarily remain focused on this group. It is expected that 
this would include such activities as the following:

a) Regular meetings to report on the activities of the society
b) Social events that bring members together (cocktails, dinners, exhibitions, lectures etc.) at local and international level
 Targeted media activities e.g. social media, website, blogs etc.

MEMBERSHIP CRITERIA

As indicated above, membership to the society is for art collectors, as will be defined by CASU.  In this regard, membership of the society would be open to anyone that fits the 
defined criteria of an art collector as defined by the Society, for as long as they are;

a) resident in Uganda
b) non-resident Ugandan nationals 

In order to ensure that the Ugandan membership of the society is not diluted, it is expected that the corporate structure will be drawn up in such a way that the majority voting 
rights of the society membership will be held by Ugandan nationals.
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KEY STAKEHOLDERS 

To make an impact, CASU directs its efforts towards building societal awareness about the visual arts scene amongst Ugandans, in the region and beyond. The ultimate objective 
is to create a formal structure to support an art industry in which all players network on a regular basis to support each other and foster growth and development of the industry. 
To this end, the organisation sets out objectives that target each of the 6 key players, with a focus on the following:

Target Group Objective Enabler Expected output

Artists Encourage talented people to take up careers in 
the arts, particularly students, 

• Word of mouth;
• Working with schools of art, Exhibitions; 
• Community galleries

• Position visual arts as an attractive career and 
form of expression;

• Attract talent to the industry, particular the 
youth.

Exhibition spaces/
art galleries

Encourage the growth of more exhibition spaces/
art galleries in the country and the region

Creating partnerships with popular festivals such as 
the annual Nile Jazz Festival or the Feza organised 
musical events, Blankets and Wines etc.;

The growth in demand should lead to the creation 
of more galleries to satisfy the growing demand

Art benefactors

Encourage the growth of more art benefactors 
who see value in donating and supporting the arts 
scene in Uganda either for charity or for corporate 
social responsibility purposes

Seek private and corporate sponsorship by 
convincing targeted businesses to invest in the 
arts towards social engagement and increasing 
their levels of engagement with Ugandan youth

• Create viable partnerships with benefactors to 
support the visual arts;

• Mobilise sufficient resources to enable projects/
initiatives;

• Create a viable Benefit the youth

Art service 
providers

Encourage more Ugandans to become art service 
providers (curators, art critics, art writers, art 
dealers, art historians, designers etc.) 

Find affordable/cheap ways of advertising (word-
of-mouth, social media)

• Have enough service providers to support 
artists;

• Include international service providers to 
increase the profile of Ugandan art

Authorities

Engage with government, related bodies and 
other regional/international public authorities 
to ensure that relevant policies are in place to 
support the industry

Create an advocacy platform conducive to 
engagement

• Have policies in place to support the growth 
of the creative industry in the country and the 
region;

• Form working relationships with authorities.
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STEPHEN TIO KAUMA 

JULIUS M. MUSOKE

BARBARA BARUNGI

EVA KAVUMA

SAMALLIE KIYINGI

DR GEORGE MUTEMA 

LINDA MUTESI SEKAZIGA

DR NANDAWULA MUTEMA 

DAUDI KARUNGI

FOUNDING MEMBERS/CORPORATE STRUCTURE

FOUNDING MEMBERS
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FEATURED ARTIST: 

STEPHEN TIO KAUMA MBA, CHARTERED FELLOW CIPD

A Cairo-based Ugandan national, Stephen Tio Kauma is an art enthusiast and budding collector who is a 
founding member and convener of CASU. He boasts a wide collection of artwork from contemporary artists 
from over 15 African countries. He has also been Chairman of a panel of Judges for the Ugandan based 
MMA Art Prize (2018 and 2020) http://mukumbyamusoke.com/artprize/.

Professionally, Tio is a Director & Global Head of Human Resources for the African Export Import Bank 
based at its headquarters in Cairo, Egypt. In this role, he is also co-leading the bank’s art programme which 
is aimed at building a contemporary art collection for the bank’s offices, and a platform off which the bank 
can promote the visual art scene in Africa to complement its existing creative industry banking products. 

In addition to being a keen golfer, Tio is also a lawn tennis player and an amateur photographer. Together 
with wife Kathy, the couple is blessed with two children, 18 year-old Tendo and 14 year-old Kirabo. 

In his picture, Tio profiles XENSON, a fascinating multidisciplinary approach to art by  
SAMSON SSENKAABA, a 43-year-old Ugandan artist. Samson has produced amazing works in 
fashion, performances, photography, installations, videos, and painting; and Tio finds his work 
vibrant, energetic, and refreshing, with deep themes that he relates to as an African. Tio, who is 
confident that Samson will be listed as one of the great artists to have come out of Uganda in 
the future, is determined to continue collecting his work. 
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FEATURED ARTIST: 

BARBARA BARUNGI

A mother of two daughters and a proud grandmother, Barbara Barungi is a contemporary art enthusiast 
and an avid collector of African visual arts who lives in Nigeria. She loves to promote African diversity 
and talent through its art and fashion and her art collection is mostly by Nigerians and increasingly, by 
Ugandans artists.

Barbara is a retired Development Policy Practitioner who has worked as a Lead Economist on Nigeria at 
the African Development Bank. Prior to that, she held a similar role at the UNDP Africa Bureau where she 
covered Southern Africa. 

She is passionate about teaching and sharing knowledge on African economies and Public policy. Earlier 
in her career, she taught economics at Makerere University in the early 1990s before joining Witwatersrand 
University where she taught in the Economics Department. 

In her picture, Barbara features one of her favourite pieces by DAVID KIBUUKA LUMU titled 
‘Trumpeters’ 2004. David is an internationally renowned Ugandan artist that remains connected 
to his roots through his beautiful paintings in acrylic on canvas. Apart from painting, he is also 
involved in teaching art and humanitarian initiatives.
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FEATURED ARTIST: 

SAMALLIE KIYINGI 

Samallie is a lawyer by training and a banker by default, but her real passion is contemporary art.  
In 2010, Samallie organised an exhibition of contemporary art at a leading international law firm. The 
show included works from Zanele Muholi, Godfried Donkor, Joni Brenner, Nina Chanel Abney, Adeniyi 
Olagunju, Athi-Patra Ruga, Michael Macgarry and Conrad Botes. This exhibition marked Samallie’s first 
active promotion of contemporary art from Africa and its diaspora. She began collecting soon after. 
Samallie is a founding member of the Tate Modern’s African Art Acquisition Committee. She is a former 
trustee of Gasworks/The Triangle Arts Trust (London), The Ugandan Arts Trust | 32 Degrees East (Kampala) 
and is currently a trustee of The Showroom in London. 
 
Samallie is currently the General Counsel at the African Export-Import Bank in Cairo where she also co-
leads the bank’s art programme which is aimed at building a contemporary art collection for the bank’s 
offices, and a platform off which the bank can promote the visual art scene in Africa to complement its 
existing creative industry banking products. 

In this picture, Samallie features the work by LEILAH BABIRYE titled ‘Kuchu Series 2020’. 
Leilah is a gifted visual artist who is best known for both sculpture and as an accomplished 
painter. Whether it’s painting or sculpture, Leilah’s work is bold and unapologetic, often 
incorporating cultural and linguistic references from Buganda in her titles, giving her work an 
added nuance and depth. She trained at Makerere University School of Fine Arts.
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FEATURED ARTIST: 

LINDA MUTESI SEKAZIGA

A curious African art learner and lover, Linda Mutesi Sekaziga currently serves as Chairperson of the 
Board of 32 Degrees East | Ugandan Arts Trust, an Organisation that provides space, residences, and a 
plethora of literature for Ugandan artists, and connects them to other artists across the globe. She is a 
Lawyer by profession and a businesswoman.

Linda has a strong interest in Ugandan and African Art and continues to immerse herself in learning more 
about African art through continental art news. In Uganda art news, she is particularly excited about the 
beginning of building the 32 Degrees Art Centre in Kabalagala, Kampala which is going to be the first 
building in Kampala to use rammed earth as a construction technique and a landmark for sustainable 
architecture. She also follows any initiatives like festivals and exhibitions that support the arts, (like the 
upcoming KLA ART festival which will showcase new commissioned contemporary art to non-traditional 
arts audiences).

Linda loves the work of SANAA GATEJA who is renowned for his expert use of paper beads 
on bark cloth. This particular piece in her picture titled ‘What of Tomorrow?’ - 2020, was a 
sentimental buy where the artist uses recycled paper from a previous edition of the Uganda 
Arts Diary, produced by 32° East. an added nuance and depth. She trained at Makerere 
University School of Fine Arts.
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FEATURED ARTIST: 

DAUDI KARUNGI

Throughout his professional life, Daudi Karungi has been at the forefront of a movement that promotes 
contemporary art from East Africa. In 2007, he co-founded START, a journal of arts and culture criticism 
(startjournal.org). He is also a founding member of the Kampala Arts Trust (KART), a coalition of artists 
and art appreciators in the country and elsewhere who are working toward the dream of making art an 
integral part of Ugandan society. Among KART’s projects is establishing a modern art museum in the 
country which will facilitate research, exchange programmes and training, as well as offer a state-of-the-
art exhibition space for local works. KART also produces the Kampala Art Biennale and Daudi has worked 
as its Director since 2014.

Daudi studied at the Margaret Trowell School of Industrial and Fine Arts at Makerere University, Kampala and 
was a practicing artist from 2002-2016. He founded Afriart Gallery (AAG) in 2002 with a focus on advancing 
careers of African contemporary artists as well as forging collaborations among artists, professionals and 
institutions globally. The gallery artists have been featured in major international exhibitions, art auctions, 
Biennales, and Art Fairs. (www.afriartgallery.org startjournal.org; www.kampalabiennale.org )

JOSEPH NTENSIBE, ‘A tropical landscape’, 2019, Oil on Canvas, 100x 120 cm. Ntensibe is 
a master of colour in painting, I am amazed at how he arranges thin layers  of paint on his 
canvases. The artist has been focused on works drawn from nature over the years and I am 
very lucky and happy to have acquired this work from his forest series. He is a true master.
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FEATURED ARTIST: 

JULIUS M. MUSOKE

Julius M. Musoke is a Ugandan art lover and collector. He is the founding partner of Mukumbya Musoke 
Advocates, a law firm in Uganda, which sponsors the Mukumbya Musoke Art Prize (MMA Prize). The MMA 
Prize is a bi-annual award aimed at awarding and recognizing emerging talented visual artists in Uganda. 
The winner of the prize receives a cash prize, mentorship and pro bono legal services to support the 
artist’s business.

Julius was motivated into being part of the Contemporary Art Society of Uganda (CASU) by its capacity 
to bring together people that share an interest in the collection of art in Uganda and the pursuit both 
individually and collectively of initiatives that support the arts in Uganda.

This year Julius looks forward to his firm’s work with the winners of the MMA Prize, the exciting interactions 
within the CASU membership and above all the discovery of amazing Ugandan art that may hopefully 
become a part of his home.

The artwork in the photo is a painting by THERESA MUSOKE titled ‘Zebras on the Move’. 
This painting has a sentimental value for Julius as it was the first ever artwork by a prominent 
artist that he acquired over two decades ago. Born in 1944, Theresa Musoke is one of East 
Africa’s legendary artists, known for her fascinating semi-abstract depiction of African wildlife, 
nature and people. In 1965, she became the first female artist to hold a solo exhibition in East 
Africa. She lived in Kenya for several years and became a prominent part of its art scene before 
relocating to Uganda. She is highly celebrated in the region as a pioneer of social change.
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FEATURED ARTIST: 

EVA KAVUMA

With a love for the arts that can be traced back to when she was a young girl, Eva’s ambition ranged from 
aspiring to be an artist, to a theatre actor, an African contemporary dancer or a designer. Although her dad 
indulged her passions, she took his advice to pursue ‘formal’ employment that could sustain and enable her to 
be independent. Fast track to today, Eva is a happy single mother of two and a professional; and that love for the 
arts has evolved to make her an avid art collector and supporter. In 2000, as an amateur collector of African Art, 
she helped organise and sponsor an exhibition at Galerie MAM in Douala, Cameroon aimed at promoting African 
artists to Africans. This eye-opening experience exposed her to mixed media, installations and photography that 
really spoke to her. Eva prides herself as a lover of all forms of art, ranging from African music to architecture 
and African languages and cultures, seeking to engage with these passions when at home or travelling.  With a 
diverse collection of works of art from Uganda, Senegal, Cameroon, South Africa, Mauritania and Ghana, Eva’s 
house is a reflection of her love for art. As she is quickly running out of wall space (and money), she is turning 
her energies to advocate for the industry while she continues to search for small but meaningful pieces.
 
In her professional career, Eva is an accomplished leader with over 15 years’ experience working at executive 
level, with a unique combination of expertise in international business development, stakeholder management, 
business integration, customer experience and HR leadership. Eva currently serves as the Chief Operations 
Officer for the African Risk Capacity, an organisation whose mandate is to assist AU Member States to plan, 
prepare for and respond to extreme weather events and natural disasters, including disease outbreaks, and 
develop systems that enable African governments to protect populations at risk from such catastrophes.

The featured work of art is part of series entitled ‘Introspection II’ by IAN MWESIGA, a Ugandan artist 
who lives and works in the country. Eva and Ian met about 7 years ago and the two have been good 
friends since then. In this artwork, Ian defies perspectives by replicating or creating his own ratio/
composition while preserving a level of lyricism and literacy. His work has its foundations in classical 
practices with contemporary influences, and is built around inert topography: the psychological 
world of his figures, and their placement within architecture.
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FEATURED ARTIST: 

DRS. GEORGE AND NANDAWULA MUTEMA 

George and Nandawula are medical doctors whose home in Cincinnati Ohio is filled with 
African art collected over the past 20 years. The husband and wife pair’s art collection 
is mainly by Ugandan artists both at home and in the diaspora. More recently they have 
included works by a Nigerian artist, Alexander Peter Idoko whom they have supported and 
introduced to several collectors in the USA and in Uganda. 

Together George and Nandawula started The Clinic at The Mall in Uganda which opened its 
doors in January 2015. Inevitably, The Clinic walls are adorned with art by various artists and 
they look to continue to use this space to showcase many more. 

Nandawula cofounded and is the director of Art With A Cause, an NGO that works with 
artists to raise funds for various causes in the community focused on health education and 
awareness. It also works to promote the artists with whom it collaborates. 

George and Nandawula have chosen a piece by a young Ugandan artist,  
PAULA NYANGABYAKI. Paula did the piece at the age of 18 years. They have 
collected several of her pieces which she often combines with poetry. Paula is 
currently at University in Mauritius studying art and has a bright future ahead of 
her in the art world. 
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